
HALE Series
770.

With protective guard
and zinc-plated steel

reflector

PORTABLE LAMP
STANDARD LID HEAVY DUTY

IP20
60W

Plug Volt Cable length Cable Cable section E27
5m 770.207 1/24

250V
10m

H05VV-F 2x0,75mm² 770.208 1/18

without cable 770.200 1/24 770.250 1/24

Heavy Duty products are especially suited to grevious working conditions and are also resistant to highly salty environments
- Protective guard that can be opened for light bulb replacement.
- Lighting devices with protective guard and zinc-plated steel reflector:
- Handgrip in insulating, non-hygroscopic thermoplastic material with tilting system that prevents the lamp, when placed on a flat surface, to directly irradiate said

surface and thus prevent dangerous overheating.
- Tapered cable gland
- Cable gland
- Adjustable hook.
- Rocker switch and screw clamp for cable replacement.
- For lamps up to 60W (incandescent)
- Screw cable stay.
- Cable H05VV-F (PVC)

Portable lighting - 60W
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HALE Series
770.

With impact-resistant
protective diffuser

PORTABLE LAMP
IP65 IP20

60W
Plug Volt Cable length Cable Cable section E27

5m 770.407 1 1/6
250V

10m 770.408 1 1/6

5m 770.405 1/6
24V

10m 770.406 1/6

5m 770.409 1/6
IEC309

250V
10m

H05VV-F 2x1mm²

770.410 1/6

without cable 770.400 1/6

1 The degree of protection IP20 is due to preserve of plug for domestic use, while the apparatus is IP65; for example, if plugged into a socket in the garage the lamp
can be used in the garden.

- Protective shell in collision-proof technopolymer
- Lighting devices with protective shell
- Cable H05RN-F (RUBBER)
- Handgrip in non-hygroscopic technopolymer.
- Cable gland
- Reflecting parabola in aluminium.
- Adjustable hook.
- Rocker switch and screw clamp for cable replacement.
- For lamps up to 60W (incandescent)
- Screw cable stay.

Portable lighting - 60W
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